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Info Note 

                   

Background and purpose of travel   
 

In November 2014, UNIDO signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with “Deutsche 
Messe” http://www.unido.org/news/press/unido-partners-with.html, to establish a strategic 
partnership with the aim to work together in the organization of industrial trade fairs, particularly 
those focusing on supporting inclusive and sustainable industrial development in emerging and 
developing countries.  
 
As a first step towards the fulfillment of this partnership, UNIDO had decided to participate in this 
year’s Hannover Messe (http://www.hannovermesse.de/home) held between the 13th and the 17th 
April 2015 in Hannover, Germany. UNIDO’s participation took the form of an exhibition stand 
which was situated in the Global Business & Markets and Industrial Supply section of the 
exhibition. UNIDO’s participation in Hannover Messe was aimed to provide a platform for 
institutions and industrial enterprises from its member states and developing countries to 
participate and promote themselves in this important international trade setting. Particular focus in 
the UNIDO’s stand was put on the Subcontracting Partnership Exchange (SPX) Programme 
where the UNIDO coordinated the participation of four SPX Centres 1 who participated as 
exhibitors as part of the UNIDO Stand2.  
 
The UNIDO SPX Programme participation at Hannover Messe was particularly undertaken to 
address core elements of the Programme such as discussions with related entities for the 
establishment of new partnership agreements aimed at leveraging investment for enterprise 
upgrading, enterprise networking, buyer identification and engagement. UNIDO reached out to its 
network of SPX Centres and investment promotion agencies (IPAs) to encourage colleagues and 
associated businesses to come to Hannover and participate in the exhibition and make use of the 
UNIDO stand to promote their respective centres and show-case investment opportunities and 
their associated enterprises.  

 
Hannover Messe 2015 represented a unique opportunity for the UNIDO SPX Programme and the 
participating SPX Centres to showcase their respective country interventions, promote national 
enterprises in a bid to establish linkages with international value chains and technology service 
providers as well as networking with various national and international players.  
The focus on India in Hannover Messe 2015 was of special relevance to the UNIDO SPX 
Programme since a large number of Indian companies (both suppliers and buyers) where present 
during the entire exhibition week thereby facilitating the opportunities for knowledge exchange 
and networking for prospective business in the Indian market.  

 
  

                                                
1 SPX Centres included SPX Cameroon, SPX Centres in Iraq, SPX Mozambique and SPX Xi’an. 
2 In addition to SPX Programme, UNIDO was represented by the Energy Branch (PTCE/ENE/OD). 
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Principal outcome of participation in Hannover Messe 2015 
 
Participation to Hannover Messe 2015 led to the following outcomes and results: 

 
 UNIDO HQ SPX Coordination Office 

 
For the SPX Coordination Office, Hannover Messe 2015 has led to the following outcomes: 

 
� Opportunity to hold several bilateral meetings with SPX Centres to discuss ongoing project 

implementation and future project pipeline, specifically with officials from SPX Xian, SPX 
Nigeria, SPX Cameroon, SPX Iraq, SPX Mozambique, SPX Algeria, SPX Ghana.  

 
� In collaboration with the Arab-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry and under the 

auspices of His Excellency Dr. Hussain M. Fadhlalla Alkhateeb, Ambassador of Iraq to 
Germany, UNIDO successfully organized a German-Iraqi Partnership Forum (GIPF) on 
14th April 2015 aimed to sensitize German investors and companies about investment 
prospects in parts of Iraq; Other keynote speakers were Dr. Rudolf Gridl from the German 
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy, Mr. Marco Seibert, Director of International 
Relations of Deutsche Messe, Mr. Olaf Hoffmann, Vice-President of the Arab-German 
Chamber of Commerce (Ghorfa), and Mr. Pradeep Monga, Director of UNIDO Energy 
Branch. A select group of foreign and Iraqi businessmen/women were briefed about the 
regulatory framework for investing in Iraq and specific investment opportunities by sectors 
and provinces. “I was always interested in the activities and achievements of UNIDO in Iraq 
and glad that UNIDO organized this forum, an initiative which I support and hope for its 
continuation” said Dr. Alkhateeb in his opening speech. Dr. Pradeep Monga reiterated the 
willingness and commitment of UNIDO to support Iraq by adding: “We wish that this Forum 
paves the way for intensified private sector relations between the two countries and look 
forward to spearhead further initiatives in this direction, and of course UNIDO would like to be 
part of this partnership.”  

 
� Meeting with REED Exhibitions to discuss ongoing and future collaboration. 
 
� Meeting with officials from the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce to discuss potential 

collaboration under the framework of the SPX Programme and specifically to discuss the 
MoU established with UNIDO in 2015. 

 
� Undertaking initial contacts with a delegation from the Qatar Development Bank for 

forthcoming technical assistance further developing the SPX Programme in Qatar.  
 
� Various contacts with industrial service providers in many developing countries that could be 

associated with the UNIDO SPX network in the near future. 
 
� Initial contacts established with a number of Indian SMEs highlighting their interest in the 

SPX Programme in India. 
 
� The UNIDO Senior Coordinator for South South & Tripartite Industrial Cooperation, Mr. Weixi 

Gong, visited the Hannover Fair on 16th April 2015. He held fruitful discussions with Mr. 
Marco Siebert, International Relations Director at Hannover Messe concerning opportunities 
for a deepened cooperation on the UNIDO PCP Project in Ethiopia and Senegal (for further 
information, pls. refer to BTOMR of Mr. Weixi Gong). 
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� A meeting was held with Mr. Christian Bernet, Programme Manager Technical Products from 
the Swiss Import Promotion Programme (SIPPO) of “Switzerland Global Enterprise” in order 
to assess possibilities for joint cooperation at forthcoming international Exhibitions.  

 
 
 

SPX Xi’an 
 

SPX Xi’an considered their participation to Hannover Messe 2015 as a successful good 
experience since it was the first time that the Xi’an Productivity Promotion Centre (the SPX 
Centre host institution) participated in this important exhibition and this experience was 
considered to be a crucial milestone in their ongoing investment promotion work abroad. SPX 
Xi’an officials were accompanied by domestic enterprise actively promoting their business at the 
Messe week. SPX Xi’an signaled their interest to participate again in the Exhibition in the near 
future and to have the possibility of increasing the number of domestic companies coming from 
Xi’an promoting their business to global markets. Overall, SPX Xi’an held more than 15 meetings 
with other exhibitors and visitors, established good contacts with potential buyer firms, with 
international Chambers of Commerce and other private sector associations. Discussions were 
held with other SPX Centres for study tours and delegation exchanges, particularly with SPX 
Cameroon. 

 
SPX Cameroon 

 
Representatives from SPX Cameroon hosted around 24 companies in their stand and were 
engaged in more than 20 requests for inward investment and business expansion queries. Most 
of the business queries came from Turkish, Chinese, Indian and German companies engaged in 
metal manufacturing, manufacturing equipment, electrical engineering, renewable energy and 
food processing.  SPX Cameroon had the opportunity to discuss with the SPX Xi’an delegation on 
a forthcoming study tour to China in cooperation with the Xi’an Productivity Promotion Centre. 
Discussions were held with a number of Indian companies interested in the Cameroonian market, 
with the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce for further bilateral collaboration and with a business 
delegation of the Turkish Machinery Export Association in Cameroon in conjunction with the 
organization of a Supplier Day in Cameroon. The delegation from SPX Cameroon, including 
representatives from the private sector found the fair as providing a great opportunity for SPX 
sensitization among international firms and an opportunity for inward vestment promotion. SPX 
Cameroon would ensure its participation in the future by mobilizing more SPX human resources 
to ensure SPX visibility, investment promotion in Cameroon, capture industrial opportunities and 
initiate cross-border matchmakings. 
 
EDCs Iraq (Basra, Erbil and Thiqar) 
 
As part of the investment promotion activities within the framework of the “Investment Promotion 
for Iraq” project, an individual cubicle within the UNIDO booth was reserved for the Republic of 
Iraq where the UNIDO established and supported network of Enterprise Development Centers1 
(EDCs) from Basra, Erbil and Thiqar, promoting their work, supplier directory and holding 
business to business meetings during the period of the fair. 
 
In order to ensure maximum impact, UNIDO also organized a German-Iraqi Partnership Forum 
(GIPF) on May 14th in collaboration with the Arab-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 
The German-Iraqi Partnership Forum was organized under the auspices of His Excellency Dr. 
Hussain M. Fadhlalla Alkhateeb, Ambassador of Iraq to Germany. The participants were briefed 
about the regulatory framework for investing in Iraq and specific investment opportunities 
promoted through the UNIDO established and supported network of Enterprise Development 
Centres (EDCs) and the Iraqi Federation of Industries (IFI). Overall, the purposes of participation 
was to facilitate networking and matchmaking between Iraqi SMEs and foreign companies, 
raising awareness and furthering the understanding about the investment landscape of Iraq at the 
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level of individual sectors and industries in selected provinces where the EDCs are currently 
operating. The UNIDO network of EDCs used the individual Republic of Iraq cubicle within the 
UNIDO booth to promote investment opportunities in Iraq to the visitors of the Hannover Industrial 
Fair. Iraqi SMEs held guided visits to the Messe on the basis of pre-determined list of matching 
exhibitors based on their needs described in the UNIDO forms “Matchmaking Project Profile” and 
“Company Project Profile”.  
Iraq. The Forum serves to provide opportunities to interested German companies to find potential 
Iraqi partners. As a result, German companies became aware of the potentials and opportunities 
presented by specific regions and industries in Iraq and learned how to successfully enter the 
Iraqi market, follow-up on their trade and investment initiatives, and find competent local partners 
with the support of the EDCs Network and the IFI. Overall, some 24 Iraqi companies held 116 
B2B meeting with 111 foreign companies which are being followed up by the respective EDCs. 
 
The Iraqi business delegation benefitted from a brief training course on intercultural business 
management by Dr. Katja Petereit of the German consulting company “Access Germany Iraq”.  
The session included an overview about suitable self-presentation, communication approach and 
information exchange with potential German business partners. In addition, the AGI consultants 
accompanied the delegation on their exploration tour of the Fair and mediated the individual 
contact approaches with exhibitors. 

 
SPX Mozambique and Centro de Promocao de Investimen tos (CPI) 

 
The Mozambican delegation in Hannover Fair 2015, was composed of representatives from CPI 
as host to SPX Mozambique and the Confederation of Economic Associations. Participation in 
Hannover Messe 2015 provided CPI and SPX Mozambique with the opportunity to promote the 
image of Mozambique and its investment opportunities, also in terms of the search of 
partnerships to Mozambican companies and the establishment of contacts and linkages with the 
global value chains. Bilateral discussions were held with representatives from SPX Centres in 
Nigeria, Cameroon, Iraq, Ghana and China and during the meetings the SPX representatives 
shared and discussed the operational challenges of the SPX programme instruments (Profile, 
Benchmarking and Matchmaking) at the respective country level. The representative from SPX 
Mozambique had the opportunity to highlight the good experience of Mozambique in the 
implementation of the SPX Programme as well as share ideas how to address certain operational 
challenges pertaining to developing countries. Around 40 meetings were held with prospective 
enterprises and investors. Specific interest was highlighted from prospective investors in a 
number of industrial sectors mainly heavy engineering, renewable energy sectors and industrial 
services. More specifically, two (2) companies expressed an explicit interest in joint venture 
partnership with Mozambican companies operating in the metal-mechanic sector and to this 
assistance was requested to further business to business matchmaking with current SPX 
serviced companies. Another prospective foreign direct investor sought further details on the 
Mozambican market and the available suppliers operating in the steel sector; 
 
Considering the interaction during the event and the contacts established, CPI views future 
participation to Hannover Messe as a very effective international platform for investment and 
technology partnership in the industrial and manufacturing sectors and a good opportunity to 
network with other SPX Centres to sharing experience about the implementation and success of 
the SPX Programme. Hannover Messe provides innumerable opportunities for local 
entrepreneurs and industries to establish contact with global industrial players, prospective 
investors and technology service providers.  
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